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Abstract: The concentralized distribution logistics in cruise-building imported materials (CDL-CIMs)
constitute a complex process that requires a high degree of coordination between the multi-link
and multi-participator. Delayed delivery, materials damaged, and cost overruns occur because of
increasing uncertainties and risks, which may cause disjointedness in cruise construction planning.
Therefore, it is essential to conduct a risk assessment of the CDL-CIMs to examine their adverse
impacts on cruise construction. Drawing on the advantages of the failure modes and effects analysis
(FMEA) method in risk assessment, an effective and efficient model is developed using a novel hybrid
method in this paper, namely the rule-based Bayesian network (RBN) and utility function. The
approach has its superiorities in dealing with vague and uncertainty risk information. In addition,
the risk parameters from multiple perspectives concerning “occurrence likelihood”, “detection”,
“delayed schedule”, “damaged quality”, and “additional cost” facilitate the understanding of the
risk characteristics of the CDL-CIMs. The applicability and robustness of the proposed method are
demonstrated by an empirical study for the first cruise constructed in China. The results reveal
that the highest-priority threats are the poor management for the actors in the logistics chain (MR1),
human errors (MR5), limited storage ability and poor environment of warehouse (ER2), and ignorance
of good handling practices during the operation of loading and unloading (OR2). The conclusion
can provide insight into the implementation of risk response strategies for cruise-building logistics
management in China and other countries.

Keywords: concentralized distribution logistics; risk assessment; risk prioritization; cruise-building
imported materials; failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA); rule-based Bayesian network (RBN)

1. Introduction

Cruise, known as “maritime mobile city”, integrating the functions of navigation,
sightseeing, tourism, leisure and entertainment, plays an increasing role in the fields of the
tourism and maritime sectors [1]. China’s cruise industry has experienced rapid growth
and accounted for more than 50% of all Asian cruise passenger traffic during the last few
years, and it is expected to reach 10 million by 2026 [2,3]. In the case of the imbalance
between the supply and demand of the international cruise-building industry, it is timely
to develop cruise-building for China. However, it should be noted that the supporting
industry chain related to cruise construction is mainly focused on Italy, Germany, Finland
and other European countries [4]. Coupled with China′s inexperience in cruise construction
for the first time, as such, the high-quality materials used for cruise-building heavily rely
on maritime imports [3]. Due to the strict schedule control of the cruise construction and its
characteristics of high-risk workflow that may cause severe risk consequences, examining
the concentralized distribution logistics in cruise-building imported materials (CDL-CIM)
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from the perspective of risk management is essential to delineate a comprehensive picture
of cruise-building logistics risks and uphold the sustainability of cruise construction.

The cruise construction is a typical project-based industry. The cruise shipyard starts
production after receiving orders from shipowners and signing contracts. In order to con-
nect procurement and production and ensure the timely delivery of imported materials, the
concentralized distribution logistics in cruise-building are extremely important, integrating
the functions of “transportation, storage and distribution”. Compared with the ordinary
merchant ship-building, the imported materials of cruise-building, with more diverse types
and quantities, relate to many suppliers and are widely distributed geographically [5]. After
receiving the arrival notice, the cruise shipyard will coordinate with other participants
in the logistics chain, such as with ports, shipping companies, customs, and third-party
logistics companies. Materials are transported from the port terminal to the shipyard for
storage, and then, materials are selected from the warehouse for centralization according to
the materials requisition list of the production department and then they are distributed to
the production site using specialized equipment. Due to the multi-level logistics process,
as well as the multi-role supply and demand coordination, the CDL-CIMs face a variety of
risks that cause severe risk consequences. From a more specific point of view, materials
handling and storage, ship and lorry circulation, human operation, etc., inevitably increase
vulnerability and uncertainty. Potential risks could result in different disruptions of deliv-
ery; further, the interruption of the concentralized distribution logistics process will impact
other links, and even force the cruise construction to be aborted. Therefore, it is imperative
to identify the threats of CDL-CIM and assess risks in a comprehensive way, as well as to
reveal the prioritization of risks.

At present, only a few of the Western hemisphere and European countries have experi-
ence in cruise construction. Some of the only studies [6–8] focused on hull design, project
management, occupational health and safety, and operation management. There is still a
lack of comprehensive research on the risk of concentralized distribution logistics in cruise-
building. This paper attempts to address the following three problems to reach two objectives:
one is to examine the risks of CDL-CIM, which augments the knowledge of risk management
within the context of cruise-building logistics; the other is to develop an appropriate risk
assessment methodology to reveal the highly prioritized risks in the CDL-CIM, so as to
provide reference for further risk control. The three problems are as follows:

1. What important role does CDL-CIM play in cruise construction?
2. What risk parameters should be considered in risk assessment?
3. How severe are the risks and what is their prioritization?

To solve the aforementioned questions, this paper first establishes a complete list of
risk factors through analyzing the concentralized distribution logistics practical process
in cruise-building imported materials. Then, we present an improved failure modes and
effects analysis (FMEA) approach considering the powerful advantage of FMEA in risk
management application. Specifically, risk parameters are expanded from five aspects,
including occurrence likelihood (L), detectability (D), delayed schedule (CS), damaged
quality (CQ), and additional cost (CC). Meanwhile, a detailed description of the linguistic
grades of the parameters is made. Subsequently, a fuzzy belief rule (FBR) is established
based on risk parameter structure and weights. Finally, rule-based Bayesian network (RBN)
and utility function are employed to calculate and rank the risk index (RIN) of various
risks. This method based on integrating the uncertainty reasoning can effectively solve
the challenge of insufficient quantitative data. In this way, it contributes to the theoretical
references for the further risk controls of CDL-CIMs.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief literature
review. Section 3 presents the approach and steps to conduct the risk assessment. Section 4
obtains the risks ranking results of the CDL-CIMs. In addition, the sensitivity analysis
is used to validate the proposed methodology, and the results are discussed. Finally, in
Section 5, the conclusion of this paper and future research suggestions are pointed out.
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2. Literature Review

In this section, the prior research relating to the cruise-building logistics risk is first
reviewed, with the aim of reviewing the risks associated with the shipbuilding industry
and cruise construction. The next subsection introduces the application of FMEA in
risk assessment research, indicating the methodological novelties and gaps. Finally, the
summaries that remain to be focused appropriately will be discussed.

2.1. Cruise-Building Logistics Risk

At present, the research on cruise-building mainly focuses on technology and design
methods [8]. We can learn from the research on other shipbuilding risks, from both internal
and external aspects based on the perspective of the entire shipbuilding industry. Ferreira
et al [9] determined 30 risk factors and they believed that internal risks should be focused
on. Crispim, Fernandes, and Rego [10] used the Delphi method to determine the risks of
military shipbuilding from six aspects, which were purchase contract failure, inaccurate
information, insufficient resources, quality, product defect, lack of labor, and the planning
and demand disorder. The paper established a framework that combines the visualization
chart and Bayesian network for researching shipbuilding risks.

The cruise construction project is a giant system, with a dynamic construction environ-
ment, complex technology, and a huge quantity of materials [11]. It should be noted that
diverse materials for cruise construction can only be purchased from a limited number of
specialized manufacturers who are geographically scattered around the world. The global
locations of the materials suppliers along with the characteristic of cruise construction lead
to high uncertainty in logistics networks [12]. In regard to the fact that logistics plays an
important role in the supply chain, it is believed that the cruise-building supply chain has the
unique characteristics of complexity, dynamics, and variability [13] from a risk perspective.

Yue and Zhang [14] put forward that the shipbuilding supply chain risk refers to the
negative impact of uncertain factors on the performance of the supply chain, which results
in the failure of achieving the operation plan. Furthermore, the authors divided the risks
into external environmental risks, including international politics and a poor transportation
environment, along with operational risks such as supply risk, organizational risk, and
information interruption, etc. Liu et al. [7] studied the supply disruption problem in the
cruise-building supply chain caused by supplier information asymmetry. From a risk
perspective, Zhu et al. [15] integrated flexibility strategies into the shipbuilding materials
supply chain and proposed the risk response for supply, logistics, organization, and qual-
ity. Wang et al. [16] constructed two inbound logistics modes based on JIT production to
alleviate the cost risk and sustainable risk of cruise-building logistics. Xiang et al. [6] deter-
mined occupational health and safety risks in cruise-building logistics. Zheng et al. [11]
reported that a change in planning is a common phenomenon in cruise construction, and
they established a system dynamics model to evaluate the impact of five types of risks
on concentralized distribution logistics in cruise-building, which are namely purchasing
planning, warehousing planning, distribution planning, and production planning. In addi-
tion, in order to reduce downtime costs risks for spare parts in the logistics of shipbuilding,
certain flexibility strategies such as inventory pooling, lateral transshipment, or emergency
shipments are proposed to mitigate the risks [12].

It is clear from the above analysis that the existing research efforts have recognized
the significance of the risks in shipbuilding or cruise construction; however, the risk related
to concentralized distribution logistics in cruise-building or even in ordinary ship building
have been lacking.

2.2. FMEA and Its Application in Risk Assessment

FMEA is an effective and useful technique of reliability and risk management, which is
initially used in the aerospace industry, and it is developed to fill the enormous demands of
reliability and safety [17]. The primary purpose of performing FMEA is to examine potential
failure modes that threaten a system’s operation, assess the risk of each failure mode, and
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present some suggestions to reduce or eliminate these failures. To date, FMEA has been
widely applied in various fields, such as the port and marine [18], manufacturing [19], and
logistics fields [20].

The risk priority number (RPN) is usually generated to derive the risk prioritization of
each failure mode in the FMEA method, which is calculated quantitatively by multiplying
three risk criteria for every failure mode, that is, the likelihood of the occurrence (L), detec-
tion (D), and severity of consequence (C). The RPN approach is simple to operate and easy
to understand; nevertheless, it still has several limitations in practical application [18,21,22].
These inherent defects may be exposed as follows. (1) The weights of three risk parameters
are given the same importance. (2) Only three risk parameters are considered to calculate
the RPN value, and other risk parameters are neglected in the practical analysis, which may
not be able to capture a risk characteristic in specific industrial cases. (3) RPN is obtained
by multiplying the crisp numbers (generally from 1 to 5) of the three risk parameters
and shows certain incapability in an uncertain environment and is not suitable for the
multi-dimensional expression of experts’ evaluation information. (4) The identical RPN
can be obtained by adopting the multiplying of risk parameters, but their risk implications
are completely diverse, which may hinder the prioritization and provide false information
to managers.

To address these issues, researchers have made lots of efforts, and improvements
have been suggested in the literature. Different studies [23–25] had carried out subjective
weighting, objective weighting, and comprehensive weighting to distinguish the relative
importance of the risk parameters. Among them, the comprehensive weighting method
combining subjective and objective weights of risk parameters not only integrates the
subjective experience and knowledge of experts, but also fully considers the objective
information. Moreover, it can be effectively applied to various practical situations by
setting the weight adjustment coefficient, so it has become a trend method to determine the
weight of each risk parameter.

In view of the expression form of risk evaluation information, the fuzzy set theory
such as the hesitant fuzzy set [26] and intuitive fuzzy set [27], are widely used in the
improved FMEA method. However, because of the uncertainty and complexity of the
decision-making environment and the inherent ambiguity of human cognition, experts
prefer to conduct risk assessments using qualitative linguistic terms such as “low, average,
high”. The Probabilistic Linguistic Term Sets (PLTS) developed by Chai [28] et al. not
only allow decision makers to use multiple language terms to express their judgments,
but also to reflect different preferences by adding probabilities to different language terms.
Huang et al. [29] utilized linguistic distribution assessments (LDA) to express the experts’
evaluation. Utilizing linguistic variables (LVs) to express the risk evaluation effectively
avoids the loss of preference information, improves the flexibility of language information
expression, and is more suitable for describing the uncertainty of experts’ opinions [30].

On the other hand, various multi-criteria decision-making methods (MCDMs) had
been used to determine the priority of the failure mode risk. Shan et al. [31] realized the
calculation of RPN by using the uncertainty reasoning cloud model and TOPSIS method.
Zhu et al. [32] established the FMEA-RT-PROMETHEE II ranking method to address the
risk assessment of green logistics. Unfortunately, the MCDM methods may be less effective
in dealing with randomness, which is an essential component for uncertain risk issues. As
such, in order to address randomness and fuzziness in a risk assessment simultaneously,
Wang et al. [18] proposed the Bayesian network (BBN) to adapt the uncertainty of expert
knowledge, and a risk assessment model within FMEA was developed to quantitatively
rank the risks in the process of human evacuation from cruise ships. Chang et al. [33]
applied the FMEA method in conjunction with a rule-based Bayesian network (RBN) to
quantify the risk levels of the hazards in maritime autonomous surface ships.
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2.3. Review Summaries

From the above literature review, it can be learned that a variety of risks threaten the
sustainability of the cruise-building industry and related fields. The FMEA method was
used to address the risk assessment problem of complex systems and has wide applicability
in the existing literatures. However, there are still some research gaps that need to be filled:

1. Analyzing the process of CDL-CIMs takes into account its importance for improving
the continuity of cruise construction.

2. Identifying risks from the perspective of the whole process, namely transportation,
storage, and distribution. Further, considering the severity of consequences in multi-
ple perspectives must be achieved.

3. Applying an improved FMEA approach to address the risk assessment problem
within uncertainty and vagueness caused by imprecision risk data in the field of
CDL-CIMs.

3. Research Framework and Methodology

According to recent studies in the field of project risk management, overall risk
management can be generally summarized into four stages that include risk management
planning, risk assessment, risk response, and risk control and monitoring [34]. As shown
in Figure 1, defining responsibility and providing a complete action plan for project risk
management is the initial step. In the next stage, including risk identification as well as
risk qualitative and quantitative analyses is necessary, and this stage is the uppermost
level of risk management. Risks are identified and classified according to the workflow
and previous experiences with similar projects; different assessment criteria are adopted
to quantitatively rank the risks, such as probability or desired loss. According to the
above assessment results, optimal risk response strategies are selected for each risk after
evaluating the cost of implementing strategies and their effects. Finally, continuous risk
monitoring is part of the overall risk management in order to realize the sustainable goals.
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This study focuses on the risk assessment stage, aiming to assess the risks for the CDL-
CIMs scientifically to provide references for risk response. An improved FMEA method is
applied as the main analysis tool, and a three-stage risk assessment framework has been
made to suit the research object. The first stage is risk identification. Through combing
the concentralized distribution logistics process, a combination of the literature review,
business process analysis, and brainstorming with experienced experts are conducted to
determine the critical risk factors for the CDL-CIMs. The next stage is risk analysis. Risk
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parameters for a delayed schedule (CS), damaged quality (CQ), and additional cost (CC) are
introduced; in addition, the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) and entropy weight method
(EWM) are incorporated to calculate the weight of existing parameters. Finally, a hybrid
risk assessment model is put forward, in which FBR, RBN, and utility functions are used
in a combined way to quantitatively rank the risk factors of the CDL-CIMs. This method
improves the shortcoming of traditional FMEA, and it can be implemented to deal with
the uncertainty and ambiguity of the research objects. The specific flow chart is shown in
Figure 2.
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3.1. Risk Identification

The biggest characteristic of cruise-building logistics differs from other logistics sys-
tems is that it is closely related to cruise-building technology. With the application of group
technology and lean manufacturing construction methods, the construction of the cruise is
segmented in space and ordered in time, and the work of hull construction, outfitting, and
painting is carried out in parallel.

This section identifies risk factors through an analysis of the concentralized distribu-
tion logistics process based on the business process analysis method. Through investigating
the participants and operation process of the CDL-CIMs of Chinese cruise-building enter-
prises, the typical workflow is obtained, as shown in Figure 3, which can be divided into
three stages: off-site handing and transportation, storage at shipyard, and distribution to
the production site.

During the process, owning to many uncertainties in the actual operating activities,
various threats would have impacts on the CDL-CIMs. These risk factors are divided
into four perspectives, according to the actual process of the CDL-CIMs, including infor-
mation risk (IR), operation risk (OR), equipment and facilities risk (ER), and human and
management risk (MR).

a. Information risk

Information flow mainly includes the transmission of data, knowledge, or documents
among different participants in the process of the CDL-CIMs. The delivery of imported
materials relies heavily on information flow to improve the operational efficiency of the
system. However, the phenomena of information delay and distortion are reinforced in the
process, especially when it involves cooperation among more stakeholders. Information
asymmetry among the shipyard, port, and raw material suppliers may result in materials
being detained in port. On the other hand, information asymmetry between the shipyard
warehouse and production department can lead to material selection errors and even
distribute disruptions.
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b. Operation risk

As an operation-oriented system, operation risk can be considered as an important
source of risk for the CDL-CIMs. In the materials gathering stage, the main risk factors
include the unsafe operation of port handling and unloading, customs clearance problems,
out-of-plant transportation accidents, and non-standard arrival acceptance, etc.

In the risk statistics, non-standard arrival acceptance is considered to be one of the
most frequent risk factors, which is related to the standardization of operation standards.
In addition, the lack of displacement of parts resulting from the lack of pallets and incorrect
materials selection and centralization are other causes of the disruption of the operation.
In the distribution stage, including lifting and transfer accidents caused by operational
errors and mistakes, there is resulting material quality damage and safety accidents, thus
delaying the delivery schedule.

c. Equipment and facilities risk

For the CDL-CIMs, the risk factors associated with equipment and facilities mainly
refer to the reliability of the equipment, the availability of facilities, and the advancement
in technology. The auxiliary mechanical equipment such as cranes, forklifts, and trucks for
transporting materials are limited resources for shipyards, and the effective scheduling of
equipment and facilities resource is also a challenge. While storing at a warehouse, the
spatial and environmental factors, such as the utilization of shelves, humidity, condition
of ventilation, and disorder of materials placement are closely related to the quality and
safety of the materials.

d. Human and management risk

Human risk caused by human control factors is one of the key research areas in risk
assessment. A lack of proper qualification, training, and prior experience could pose
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a serious threat in a situation that involves CDL-CIMs. Due to not understanding the
characteristics of imported materials, some human-caused accidents would occur, such as
storage environment monitoring errors, improper use of lifting equipment, safety accidents,
etc. On the other hand, risk factors in the management of CDL-CIMs mainly involve
unscientific management planning and imperfect operation management regulations. In
addition, if there is no storage and distribution risk planning, such as warehouse resources
scarcity, disorderly distribution, and traffic accidents, the management will have no capacity
to respond to emergent risks.

Based on the classification principles of these four aspects, five experts are invited
to independently identify those risks mainly impacting on the CDL-CIMs, according to
their points of view. After brainstorming with experts, the five different lists of risk factors
compiled by the experts are merged into a unique and shared list. A complete risk factors
list for the CDL-CIMs is formed, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Risk factors list for CDL-CIMs.

Risk Category Risk Factor

Information risk IR
Information sharing asymmetry IR1
Document information incompleteness or inaccurateness IR2

Operation risk OR

Impossibility of timely clearance of materials from customs OR1
Ignorance of good handling practices during the operation of loading
and unloading OR2
Not inspected and registered before storage OR3
Incorrect materials selection and centralization for pallets OR4
Improper port terminal operations OR5
No planned distribution route in the shipyard OR6

Equipment and facilities
risk ER

Machine/equipment such as forklifts breakdown or inadequacy ER1
Limited storage ability and poor environment of warehouse ER2
Lack of advanced logistics technology ER3

Human and
management risk MR

Poor management for the actors in logistics chain MR1
Improper storage and distribution resource allocation MR2
Sudden materials requirement planning changes MR3
Lack of qualified labor force MR4
Human errors MR5

3.2. Risk Parameter Set
3.2.1. The Hierarchical Structure and Evaluation Scale of Risk Parameter

Risk parameters are important indicators used to describe multidimensional infor-
mation of risk factors. Scientific and reasonable risk parameters help to grasp risk char-
acteristics more comprehensively and improve the reliability and accuracy of assessment
results. L is an estimate of the likelihood of occurrence of the risk factor within a given time
interval; D evaluates the extent of risks that can be detected; and C expresses the serious
consequences that the occurrence of a given risk factor may cause to the global system
performance. The extension of the C parameter in FMEA is considered in this paper to
assess the risk of CDL-CIMs scientifically. According to some scholars in the shipbuilding
supply chain and marine supply chain, there are a variety of risks that will ultimately exert
a negative impact on performance, such as time, quality, and cost [15,35,36]. Therefore, this
study subdivided consequence into a delayed schedule (CS), damaged quality (CQ), and
additional cost (CC), which are more representative for CDL-CIMs. The relationship of the
risk parameters can be seen in Figure 4. It is a two-level hierarchical structure, where the
first level consists of the three basic risk parameters, while the second one is composed of
the specific risk consequences. A delayed schedule refers to materials that are delivered
to the construction site later than the agreed time in distribution planning. In addition to
strict timelines, the material quality is the concern of the cruise-building logistics. There are
uncertain factors affecting the quality of materials in transportation, handing, and storage.
A risk with an associated high cost of intervention certainly has to be considered as more
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severe. In other words, the higher the cost is associated with a given risk, the more severe
the same risk will be.
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In the absence of accurate historical data, it is more intuitive and realistic to use
linguistic terms for obtaining experts’ opinions than numerical values to assess risks. To
describe the status of the risk factors under the given parameters, the following defines
three evaluation scales for five risk parameters in this study. The risk evaluation scale is
validated by the experts mentioned above. In order to reduce uncertainty and bias, detailed
explanations are given for each evaluation scale in Table 2.

Table 2. Linguistic evaluation scale for the risk factors of five parameters.

Parameter Evaluation Definition

Likelihood of
occurrence (L)

Unlikely (L1) Could happen; however, the probability of it happening is very rare (0 to 9%), occurs
every six months to a year.

Likely (L2) Chance of happening is relatively high (10 to 69%), occurs every three to six months.
Most likely (L3) Can happen frequently (70 to 100%), occurs once a month.

Detection (D)
Good (D1) Easy to detect through routine risk monitoring, so as to prevent risks in advance.

Normal (D2) Possible to detect through continuous risk monitoring and early warning.
Poor (D3) Difficult or impossible to detect through profound risk monitoring.

Schedule delay (CS)
Minor delay (CS1) Average delayed hours of materials less than 24 h.

Medium delay (CS2) Average delayed hours of materials between 24 and 48 h.
Serious delay (CS3) Average delayed hours of materials exceeding 48 h.

Damaged to
materials quality (CQ)

Minor damage (CQ1) The damaged is 0 to 3% of the total; however, it does not affect production use.
Medium damage (CQ2) The damaged is 3 to 8% of the total, and some function affected.
Serious damage (CQ3) The damaged is over 8% of the total, and some function failed.

Additional cost (CC)
Low (CC1) Economic loss/additional cost no more than 10% of the expected cost.

Medium (CC2) Economic loss/additional cost between 10 to 30% of the expected cost.
High (CC3) Economic loss/additional cost more than 30% of the expected cost.

Similarly, the overall risk level (R) could be described by three grades, namely
“R1_ Acceptable”, ‘R2_ Moderate’, and ‘R3_ Significant’. The corresponding attitude and
possible measures for each risk grades are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Classification of risk grades and possible action to be taken.

Risk Grades Risk Attitude Possible Measures

R1 Acceptable No additional controls are required. Ensuring existing risk
indicators and controls are maintained.

R2 Moderate
Risk response strategies could be taken to mitigate and
prevent risks, which should be implemented before there
are risky consequences.

R3 Significant
Considerable resources shall be allocated to control the risk.
If the risk impedes work in progress, immediate action
should be taken to adjust production schedule.
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3.2.2. Weight Calculation for Risk Parameters

According to several studies, setting different parameter weights in FMEA is beneficial
to improve the scientific validity of the evaluation results. In view of this, the comprehensive
weighting method is used in this paper to reduce the weight calculation deviation through
combining the AHP for determining the subjective weight and the EWM for determining
the objective weight.

a. Determination of initial weight with AHP

The AHP method has become a commonly used model to solve the multi-criteria
decision-making problems by virtue of its advantages of being a simple calculation and
comprehensible, consisting of making pairwise comparisons between more than one vari-
able and determining the priorities for each of them. The first step of AHP is to establish
the hierarchical structure of the research problem. In this study, evaluation indicators have
been categorized into two two-level hierarchies (Figure 3). The next step is to construct
the corresponding pairwise comparison matrix using Equation (1), where aij is the relative
importance of variable i to variable j.

A = (aij)n× n =


a11 a12 · · · a1n
a21 a22 · · · a2n
...

...
. . .

...
an1 an2 · · · ann

 (1)

The third step is to determine the weighting vectors using Equations (2)–(4); WA
i

represents the weighting of each variable.

aij =
aij

n
∑

i=1
aij

, (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) (2)

Mi =
n

∑
i=1

aij (3)

WA
i =

Mi
n
∑

i=1
Mi

(4)

The last step is the consistency test. The consistency indicator (CI) and the consistency
ratio (CR) are calculated to determine the suitability of the judgment matrix, as shown
in Equations (5) and (6). Where λmax is the largest eigenvalue; n refers to the number of
factors in the pairwise comparison matrix; and RI is varying with the order n. If CR ≤ 0.1,
it indicates that the consistency test is acceptable.

CI =
λmax − n

n− 1
(5)

CR =
CI
RI

(6)

In light of the risk parameter relationship, the initial weight of each risk parameter
is calculated by using the AHP method based on the evaluation information of five ex-
perts (detailed experts’ information refers to Section 4.1). Judgments are expressed and
numerically translated according to the nine-point linguistic scale proposed by Saaty to
fill in so-called pairwise comparison matrices [37]. Meanwhile, given the equivalent work-
ing background of the experts, the normalized relative weights of all experts are evenly
distributed in combination with their judgments. Additionally, then, based on the data of
experts in the questionnaire survey, the weight of each index at two levels (with three deci-
mal places reserved) is as follows: WA

L = 0.263, WA
D = 0.077, WA

C = 0.660, WA
CS = 0.458,
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WA
CQ = 0.416, WA

CC = 0.126. Subsequently, the consistency of the results is verified and
the low CR of both pairwise comparisons verified the reasonability of the results.

b. Determination of objective weight with EWM

The EWM is an accurate quantitative weight allocation technique. Through the
objective analysis of the entropy value of the subjective weight result, the problem that the
traditional weighting method is too subjective is solved. The parameters weight calculation
process using the EWM is presented as follows [38].

The first step is to normalize the original indicator data; the procedure for normaliza-
tion is outlined in Equation (7). For the evaluation of the risk parameter, i represents the
evaluation objects, and j represents the kinds of the evaluation indicators.

Yij =
Bij − (Bij)min

(Bj)max − (Bj)min
(7)

where Yij is the evaluation value of the ith evaluation object of the jth evaluation indicator
after normalization; Bij is the evaluation value of the ith evaluation object of the jth evaluation
indicator; (Bij)min is the minimum in the original data; (Bj)max is the maximum value of
the evaluation indicators in row j; and (Bj)min is the minimum value of the evaluation
indicators in row j.

The second step requires us to calculate the proportion of the ith evaluation object
under the jth indicator using Equation (8).

Pij =
Yij

m
∑

i=1
Yij

(8)

where m is the number of evaluation objects. The entropy value, ej of the indicator j is
expressed as in Equation (9), where n is the number of indicators. The value of ej can
be from zero to one. ej represents the total contribution of all evaluation objects to the
evaluation indicator j.

ej = −
1

ln(n)

m

∑
i=1

Pij ln(Pij) (9)

Then, the weight vectors of each indicator are calculated using Equation (10). Wi
E

represents the evaluation of each indicator weight.

WE
j =

1− ej

n−
n
∑

j=1
ej

(10)

Based on the data of parameters evaluation, the final weights of the EWM for each
index of the two levels (with three decimal places reserved) are as follows: WE

L = 0.221,
WE

D = 0.211, WE
C = 0.568, WE

CS = 0.351, WE
CQ = 0.325, WE

CC = 0.324.

c. Determine the combination weight

The comprehensive weight is calculated by adopting the following formula:

W = θWA + (1− θ)WE (11)

where W denoted the comprehensive weight and θ was the proportion of the subjective
weight in the comprehensive weight. This paper stipulates that θ = 0.5 in order to determine
the comprehensive weight [39].

After combining the data, the final combined weights (reserving three decimal places)
of the five risk assessment parameters are as follows: WL = 0.242, WD = 0.143, WCS = 0.251,
WCQ = 0.230, WCC = 0.134.
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3.3. Establishment of FBR Based on Belief Structures in FMEA

The fuzzy if–then rules method is one of the most common ways to represent and
model human knowledge systematically, which can obtain experts’ opinions without being
provided with a precise answer. The result of the traditional fuzzy rules method is usually
a single output that does not necessarily reflect slight changes in antecedent properties.
In view of this, by introducing a concept of degree of belief (DoB), a new method of
rule knowledge representation is used to enhance its ability to deal with uncertainty in a
complex system [40]. The core of the method is described as follows.

BRk : IF
{
(x1 is Ak

1)and(x2 is Ak
2)and . . . and(xn is Ak

n),

THEN
{
(D1 is βk

1), (D2 is βk
2), . . . , (Dm is βk

m)
} (12)

where βm
k is the DoB to which Dm is considered as the result in the kth rule when the

input meets the antecedent attribute Ak = {Ak
1, Ak

2, . . . , Ak
n} [41] and m is the number of

possible outcomes.
In the process of establishing the FBR, βj

k can be determined based on the distributing
contribution in terms of the weight of the parameters in the IF part (c.g. Section 3.2.2) [41].
For example, experts provide a risk assessment opinion as L = “L1”, D = “D1”, CS = “CS1”,
CQ = “CQ1”, and CC = “CC2”, then the overall risk status will be distributed into three
states in the form of DoB as “R1, R2 and R3”. Take BR2, for example:

BR2 : IF{(L is L1), (D is D1), (CS is CS1), (CQ is CQ1)and(CC is CC2),
THEN{(R1 is 0.866), (R1 is 0.134), (R1 is 0)} (13)

BR1 can be further described as follows: if L is L1, D is D1, CS is CS1, CQ is CQ1, and
CC is CC2, then R is R1 with a 0.866 (WL + WD + WCS + WCQ = 0.242 + 0.143 + 0.251 + 0.230
= 0.866) DoB, R2 with a 0.134 (WCC = 0.866) DoB, and R3 with a 0.000 DoB.

Following the same rationale, the FBR can be established to summarize experts’
opinions on risk decisions for the CDL-CIMs; Table 4 illustrates part of the 243 rules
(3 × 3 × 3 × 3 × 3) and the associated DoB distribution.

Table 4. FBR with belief structures in FMEA.

NO.
Risk Evaluation Parameters Risk Status

L D CS CQ CC R1 R2 R3

1 L1 D1 CS1 CQ1 CC1 1 0 0
2 L1 D1 CS1 CQ1 CC2 0.866 0.134 0
3 L1 D1 CS1 CQ1 CC3 0.866 0 0.134

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
241 L3 D3 CS3 CQ3 CC1 0.134 0 0.866
242 L3 D3 CS3 CQ3 CC2 0 0.134 0.866
243 L3 D3 CS3 CQ3 CC3 0 0 1

3.4. Risk Prioritization Using RBN and Utility Functions

The Bayesian network is a graphical model based on probabilistic reasoning, which
can synthesize the prior knowledge of experts, historical data, and other incomplete infor-
mation. It has become one of the most effective theoretical models in the field of knowledge
representation, reasoning, and prediction in the current uncertain environment. In view of
the advantage that Bayesian networks can express nonlinear causality in uncertain envi-
ronments, Bayesian inference can be used as a tool to synthesize the DoB of different rules
in the assessment process of multiple criteria for a designated risk factor. To achieve rule
aggregation, the FBR established in Section 3.3 is first represented in the form of conditional
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probabilities. For example, rule #2 in Table 4 can be represented in the form of conditional
probability as follows.

p(Rr|L1, D1, CS1, CQ1, CC2) = (0.866, 0.134, 0) (14)

The questionnaire is designed and distributed to experts with relevant background
knowledge in order to obtain their DoB for the risk parameters, namely the L, D, CS,
CQ, and CC associated with each risk factor. Compared with an ordinary Likert scale
questionnaire, using DoB involves respondents’ uncertainty when answering questions,
thus providing more useful risk insights. Based on the Bayesian network modelling theory,
the risk parameter structure can be transformed into a Bayesian network topology graph
with 5 parent nodes (L, D, CS, CQ, CC) and one child (R) node, as shown in Figure 5.
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The collected data are processed using a weighted average, and the evaluation of
risk parameters, namely the prior probability of each parent node, can be used as input
information for the Bayesian network model. The FBR in Table 4 is transformed as a
conditional probability, and finally, the risk reasoning process based on belief rules can be
simplified to the calculation of the marginal probability of child nodes [40]. The marginal
probability of the child nodes can be obtained according to Equation (15), that is, the
probability distribution of risk states (Rr) for each factor.

P(Rr) =
3
∑

i=1

3
∑

j=1

3
∑

k=1

3
∑

l=1

3
∑

m=1
P(Rr

∣∣Li, Dj, CSk, CQl , CCm)P(Li)P(Dj)P(CSk)P(CQl)P(CCm)

(r = 1, 2, 3)
(15)

where L, D, CS, CQ, and CC represent antecedent attributes in the FBR, respectively, i, j,
k, l, and m refer to the number of linguistic variables, respectively, p(Li) represents the
probability of risk paraments L taking the ith linguistic variable, p(Di), p(CSk), p(CQl), and
p(CCm) are similar to that, p(Rr) is the probability that the risk state is at the rth level.

Subsequently, appropriate utility values UVRr are introduced to convert the DoB of
the risk status of each risk factor into a precise value for ranking purposes [42]. The new
RIN is established using Formula (16):

RIN =
3

∑
r=1

p(Rr)UVRr , UVRr = 10r−1 (16)

where p(Rr) is the probability that the risk factor in the three risks states. This paper
employed UVR1 = 1 (101−1), UVR2 =10 (102−1), and UVR3 = 100 (103−1). 101−1 refers to the
“lowest level” (minimal contribution to the risk status) and 103−1 means the “highest level”
(maximum contribution to the risk status). The larger the value of RIN, the more serious
the threat of risk factors.
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Case Study Results

To illustrate how the methodology proposed in Section 3 can be implemented in
actual risk assessments, the date needed in the above model is obtained by analyzing the
investigation results from five decision makers with more than 15 years of work experience
from the Logistics Department of Shanghai Waigaoqiao Shipbuilding Co. Ltd. (SWS),
Shanghai, China. China’s first domestically built cruise ship is being constructed in SWS
currently. Learning from the construction experience of other countries, SWS pays special
attention to the connection between concenralized distribution logistics and production
planning. In addition, the Logistics Department is responsible for the centralization and
in-plant distribution of various materials used in cruise construction, tracking delivery
information throughout the process of transportation, and storage and distribution, which
means that we would obtain effective and available information for research in this regard.

According to the three-grade evaluation scale as seen in Table 2, the subjective probability
distributions from multiple experts’ judgments are merged using a weighted average approach
based on the contribution of each expert. Due to the similar seniority of the five experts, an
equal weight was assigned to each expert. We obtain the DoB for the five parameters (L, D,
CS, CQ, CC) of risk factors listed in Table 1 as the input information of the RBN.

As an illustrative example due to the limited text space, we utilize the RBN method
to describe the risk reasoning related to “limited storage ability and poor environment of
warehouse ER2”. After aggregating experts’ opinions, the value of the experts evaluates L
of “ER2” as “L1, 10.0%; L2, 53.3%; L3, 36.7%”, D as “D1, 46.7%; D2, 33.3%; D3, 20.0%”, CS as
“CS1 28.4%; CS2, 33.3%; CS3, 38.3%”, CQ as “CQ1 20.0%; CQ2, 30.0%; CQ3, 50.0%”, and CC as
“CC1 25.0%; CC2, 31.7%; CC3, 43.3%”. According to Equation (15), the risk status of “limited
storage ability and poor environment of warehouse ER2” can be calculated as p (Rr) = (24.2%,
37.3%, 38.5%). As shown in Figure 6, this reasoning process can be displayed by using the
Bayesian modelling software, Netica. The result is expressed as the risk status associated
with the “limited storage ability and poor environment of warehouse ER2” and is acceptable
with a 24.2% DoB, moderate with a 37.3% DoB, and significant with a 38.5% DoB.
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To further analyze the risk prioritization of all factors in Table 1, the RIN of “limited
storage ability and poor environment of warehouse ER2” is calculated using Equation (16)
described in Section 3.4:

RIN(ER2) = p(R1)UVR1 + p(R2)UVR2 + p(R3)UVR3

= 0.242× 101−1 + 0.373× 102−1 + 0.385× 103−1

= 42.472
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Similarly, The RIN for the rest of the risks can be calculated in the same way. According
to the RIN, we can quantify and rank the identified 16 types of risks in the CDL-CIMs, as
reported in Table 5.

Table 5. Quantization and prioritization of risks in the CDL-CIMs.

Risk Factors
Risk Status

RIN Rank Risk Categories
R1 R2 R3

MR1 17.3% 36.4% 46.3% 50.113 1 MR
MR5 18.9% 42.0% 39.1% 43.489 2 MR
ER2 24.2% 37.3% 38.5% 42.472 3 ER
OR2 23.5% 41.2% 35.3% 39.655 4 OR
MR2 29.6% 34.5% 35.9% 39.646 5 MR
IR1 32.4% 32.2% 33.6% 37.152 6 IR
OR5 19.6% 48.7% 31.7% 36.766 7 OR
ER3 27.1% 40.5% 32.4% 36.722 8 ER
MR3 28.6% 41.8% 29.6% 34.066 9 MR
OR1 29.0% 42.2% 28.8% 33.310 10 OR
ER1 28.3% 44.7% 27.0% 31.853 11 ER
MR4 47.6% 23.5% 28.9% 31.726 12 MR
IR2 33.7% 41.3% 25.0% 29.467 13 IR
OR3 28.0% 48.1% 23.8% 28.890 14 OR
OR4 46.5% 29.6% 23.9% 27.325 15 OR
OR6 32.6% 48.7% 18.7% 23.896 16 OR

4.2. Sensitivity Analysis of the Model

Finally, sensitivity analysis should be conducted to test the logicality of the belief rules
and the rationality of the hybrid method proposed. It checks how sensitive the output
nodes (i.e., posterior probabilities of risk status or RIN) are to the minor changes in the
input nodes (i.e., prior probabilities of risk parameters). In this paper, by adjusting the
input risk parameters and observing the RIN correspondingly, we can understand the
validity and reliability of the FBR and RBN deeply.

To illustrate the validation process, taking “E2” as an example, the impact of discrete
and continuous changes in the risk parameters (prior probabilities) on the RIN (result)
is simulated, respectively. The next step involves reassigning the expert′s evaluation
probability of 0.1 to each risk parameter and then moving in the direction of the maximum
increase in the RIN. If the model is rational, the RIN should increase accordingly. In that
case, if the evaluation probability that the risk factor” E2” belongs to “CS1” decreases
by 0.1, and, correspondingly, the probability of “CS2” increases by 0.1 (0.023 and 0.077,
respectively), then the RIN of “ E2” increases from 42.472 to 44.974. Similarly, when the
prior probabilities of the five risk parameters increase or decrease slightly toward the trend
of increasing risk, it will lead to a synchronous increase or decrease in the RIN.

Further, a sensitivity analysis based on an interval [0, 0.1] is used for each risk parame-
ter, where the change in the expert′s evaluation probability from 0 to 0.1 with 0.02 steps
moves toward the maximal increment of the RIN. It can be seen from Figure 7 that there is
a remarkable difference in the impact magnitudes of the expert′s evaluation probability
changes on the RIN, and the impact magnitudes of RIN flow satisfy with the weight ratios
of five risk parameters (CS > L > CQ > D > CC) in Section 3.2.1. In summary, it was verified
via sensitivity analysis that the model is robust and the results are reliable.
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4.3. Discussion

A comprehensive risk assessment framework is developed to analyze and evaluate
the risks of the CDL-CIMs. First, in order to measure those risks precisely and meet multi-
perspective decision-making requirements, we extend three risk parameters according to
the risk consequence characteristics of the CDL-CIMs, namely “delayed schedule (CS)”,
“damaged quality (CQ)”, and “additional cost (CC)”. Further, one suggestion is to notice
that the factors of the risk parameters can be more diverse, such as dependance and
safety [23]. Second, the calculation results of the risk parameter weights reveal that the
severity of consequence is much more significant to the overall risk states in the CDL-CIMs.
In other words, the “delayed schedule (CS)” is the most concerning for risk managers,
followed by “occurrence likelihood (L)”. When the logistics schedule delay of materials is
severe, even if the detection is not good, it will interfere with the smooth development of
other work. This is in line with the requirements of risk management for cruise-building
logistics. At the same time, it also reminds managers that efforts should be made to control
the frequency of risks and the implementation of centralized distribution logistics activities
strictly in accordance with the materials delivery schedule. Third, the rule-based Bayesian
network and utility function are utilized to obtain exact risk values and their ranking. Any
risk input modification related to the five risk parameters may trigger a change in the
output node, which helps automate the risk assessment of any target risk factors within the
CDL-CIMs instantly. The shortcoming in the classic FMEA of sameRPNs while showing
different risk factors has been effectively solved. In additional, it is worth pointing out
that the technique for order of preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) also has
great advantages in solving multi-criterion ranking problems and can be combined with
the model proposed in this paper [43,44]. Additionally, consistent with the analysis of
previous scholars [40–42,45], results from the sensitivity analysis confirm the reliability of
the developed model in addressing the risk assessment problem.

The results show that the most significant threat was “poor management for the actors
in logistics chain”, followed by “human errors”, “limited storage ability and poor environ-
ment of warehouse”, “ignorance of good handling practices during the operation of loading
and unloading”, “improper storage and distribution resource allocation”, and “information
sharing asymmetry”. Human and management risk accounts for the highest proportion
among the first six critical threats. It can be challenging to manage multiple actors with
multiple intersections of work for cruise-building shipyards. Additionally, human factors
still account for most of the various logistics risk activities, with the reasons being that
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the worker did not follow the work standards, coupled with a lack of understanding of
the characteristics of the imported materials for the cruise-building. On the other hand,
the unclear monitoring of the material status leads to the centralized arrival of materials
and causes the risk of warehouse bursting. The warehouse environment cannot meet
the storage requirements of imported materials, resulting in quality damage. In addition,
information sharing asymmetry affects the efficiency and accuracy of the concentralized
distribution logistics of materials. After risk quantization and prioritization, the primary
challenge to carry out is to find effective risk response strategies to combat significant risks.
Furthermore, it is noted that these measures must be undertaken by all the participators
in the concentralized distribution logistics system, who must cooperate with each other
and execute their duties according to their contract. Adequate preparedness measures
are suggested as follows: (1) the cruise-building shipyard should select the participants
according to the standard and specify the service content and the liability for damages
in the contract; (2) the strengthening of on-the-job education and training, which can re-
duce instances of personnel failing to comply with operation requirements and making
communication errors; (3) increase the investment in storage resources according to the
characteristics of different types of imported materials management and develop ware-
house environment remote monitoring systems; (4) maintain equipment regularly, use the
correct equipment, and handle materials according to reasonable operation procedures;
(5) develop risk warning indicators related to warehousing and distribution, and make
deployment warehousing and distribution resources from a risk perspective; (6) maintain
close contact with participants of CDL-CIMs through the information sharing platform and
quickly assist with processing.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we address the research gap in relation to the risk assessment of con-
centralized distribution logistics in cruise-building. The main contribution is the insights
for what risks may threaten the concentralized distribution logistics process related to the
cruise-building imported materials. A risk assessment model combination with FMEA,
FBR, and RBN was used in order to quantify and rank the identified risks. Moreover, the
FBR developed in this study describes the randomness in uncertain information and de-
creases the information loss in the transformation process, as well as facilitates continuous
risk management for CDL-CIMs. Three objectives are achieved. (1) The established risk
factors list for CDL-CIMs using the empirical analysis and brainstorming with experts
provides a valuable reference and enriches the body of knowledge related to concentralized
distribution logistics risk. (2) This study has extended risk paraments by introducing “de-
layed schedule”, “damaged quality”, and “additional cost” in the “severity of consequence”
of the classical FMEA and considers the differential weights of the five risk parameters.
(3) A hybrid risk assessment model was established to quantitatively rank the risk factors
of the CDL-CIMs.

According to the results of the application on the first cruise ship being constructed
in China, the most significant threat is “poor management for the actors in logistics chain
MR1”, followed by “human errors MR5”, “limited storage ability and poor environment of
warehouse ER2”, “ignorance of good handling practices during the operation of loading
and unloading OR2”, “improper storage and distribution re source allocation MR2”, and
“information sharing asymmetry IR1”. Findings suggest that more attention should be
paid to human and management risk. In addition, resource scheduling management and
information sharing should be made as important preventive actions for the cruise-building
shipyard, which are effective ways to reduce the overall risk levels of the CDL-CIMs. The
results of this work are crucial as a supplement to the current knowledge about the risk as-
sessment of such systems in the cruise-building logistics field. Meanwhile, the risk ranking
results enable the concentralized distribution logistics managerial practitioners to have a
more comprehensive understanding of the risks that affected the CDL-CIMs. Additionally,
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the conclusion provides a profound insight into further managing the overlooked risks of
China’s first cruise-building.

The developed study has several limitations, which can be improved in future work.
First, opinions from more practitioners in different cruise-building shipyards to improve
the generalization of the risk ranking results. Second, more parameters such as the strength
of the interaction of risk and the risk controllability can be added to the structure of risk
parameters for CDL-CIMs. Finally, this study only proposed a risk assessment framework
to identify and assess the risks of CDL-CIMs. Therefore, in the next stage, future studies
should focus on selecting suitable risk response strategies based on the optimization model
to address the current challenges associated with risks in CDL-CIMs and design a resilient
concentralized distribution logistics system.
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